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ABSTRACT: The boundary layer transition detection technique by thermography has been extended to a
wind tunnel model simulating helicopter forward flight conditions. The helicopter blade is a generic NASA
RC series airfoil 66.75 in (1.7 m) span with a 5.45 in (13.8 cm) chord as a part of a three-blade system.
Testing was done at the NASA Langley 14- x 22-foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel. The image de-rotation method
was employed to improve signal-to-noise and for high-frequency image acquisition to enable the use of
the Differential Infrared Thermography (DIT) technique. This method allows the visualization of changes
in the transition front due to varying instantaneous in-flow conditions of the blade throughout the rotor
disk. This paper describes the complex imaging installation, offers sample data processed with several
techniques and discusses the relevance to CFD validation.

1 Introduction
Among the most difficult flow features to predict in CFD is the laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer
transition location on an airfoil in subsonic flow. An airfoil in the rotating frame in flight further
complicates this task as the inflow conditions to the airfoil are continuously changing. Historically a
number of methods have been used for visualizing and measuring the location, including hot-film,
dynamic pressure transducers (surface microphones such as Kulites), temperature- and/or pressuresensitive paint, sublimation of naphthalene coating, tufts, and finally thermography [1].
Thermographic detection of the boundary layer transition works on the principle of differing heat
transfer rates to the surface of the test article where a substantial temperature difference between the
air and the surface exists. The laminar region acts to insulate and the turbulent section increases heat
transfer. The surface temperature difference below the two boundary layer states is less than 1 deg C.
The technique has expanded greatly recently with the development of robust, high quality, and highsensitivity focal plane array CMOS sensors with the spectral sensitivity in the Midwave IR (3-5
microns) and Long-wave IR (7-12 microns). We shall present the results of the application of
thermography to a NASA RC-series, canted-tip helicopter blade tested in the NASA Langley 14-x
22- foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel where a three-blade rotor was tested in forward flight conditions.
1.1 Thermography of Helicopter Blades
While thermal cameras have improved dramatically, the integration time for low-noise imaging is too
long to stop the motion of the blade. Raffel and Heineck [2] demonstrated a tracking method using a
rotating mirror whose rotation axis is aligned with the rotation axis of the rotor and rotates at ½ the
rotor frequency. The image de-rotation mirror method fixes the image on the camera sensor so long
integration times can be utilized, thus allowing low-noise, sharp imaging while the blade moves as
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much as 15 degrees. Figure 1 shows illustrates the principle of de-rotation. By rotating the mirror
(M) at ½ the rotational frequency of the rotor (R), the virtual image reflected off the mirror will
remain along the same reflection vector.

Fig. 1 Diagrams of the image de-rotation set-up and the principle of doubling the incident vector angle with
rotation of the mirror.

1.2 The DIT method
Raffel et. al. [3] demonstrated the efficacy of sequential image subtraction for the purpose of
revealing the changes in the boundary layer state in short time spans. This was later compared with
hot-film anemometry and dynamic pressure measurements by Richter et. al. [4] and showed the DIT
method to be as accurate as a passive measurement technique. By acquiring images in a short time
step, though longer than the thermal responsivity of the material, the change in the temperature profile
in that time step is revealed when the second image is dewarped and aligned to the first. The naked
eye is not capable to detect the difference, so for accurate tracking of the transition front the
differential technique is necessary. Furthermore the data can be queried using photogrammetry to
measure the precise geometric location of the transition front.
The DIT method as applied to this experiment required high frame-rate thermal imaging, which has
recently been brought to market in the FLIR x6900sc SLS camera. This camera, with sensor
windowing to 640 x 200, offered a maximum frame rate of 2 kHz. The Strained Layer Super-lattice
(SLS) sensor has a spectral sensitivity from 7.5-10.5 microns, which optimizes the peak in the Plank
blackbody curve for maximum photonic energy and nominal room temperatures. Consequently quite
low noise imaging is achievable with integration times as low as 100 microseconds. In a previous
experiment by Overmeyer and Martin [5], thermal data were acquired without the use of a mirror
using this sensor technology with an integration time as low as 20 microseconds with usable results.
The transition front was visually delineated for the purpose of comparing to a CFD solution. Vieira
et. al. [6] used this hover data as a portion of their validation efforts. The DIT method results in
images in the tens of gray levels out of the 16000+ gray levels available in the 14-bit raw image.
Image noise is considerable in the differential images, such that it is advantageous to assure the best
quality raw imagery when DIT is intended. The image de-rotation method, therefore, performs two
important functions: permits a longer integration time per frame and allows for the capture of a
substantial number of images per blade pass while fixing the image in the sensor window. Subsequent
post-processing of the raw images is made simpler as well.
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2 Forward Flight Experiment in the LaRC 14- x 22- foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel
Overmeyer et. al. [4] describes the experiment from an aerodynamics perspective, but it bears
reiteration of the specifics of the experiment for clarity here. The 14- x 22- foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel
was developed and built in the 1970’s for the testing of vertical lift aircraft and architectural
structures. It is a closed-circuit tunnel with the building surrounding the test section acting as pressure
vessel. It is capable of operating with two test section conditions; with and without side-walls. This
experiment was configured with the test section enclosed. The tunnel operates at atmospheric pressure
and has a maximum speed of 348 ft/sec (106 m/s) yielding a maximum Reynold’s Number of 2.2 x
106 per foot.
2.1 Rotor and blade description
A fully-articulated, three-bladed rotor hub was mounted to the General Rotor Model System (GRMS)
whose blades were generic NASA RC series airfoils with -14 deg. linear twist and a canted tip. Figure
2 is a photo of the installation. The blades were manufactured with surface heaters that were remotely
controllable, and painted with a high-emissivity coating that was polished to a 30 in (1.3 micron)
surface roughness. Additionally, targets were applied using silver paint, which has very low
emissivity. To aid in the interpretation of the image, trip dot were placed near the tip to clearly show
how a turbulent boundary layer appears. The surface heaters offered the option to assure that the
temperature difference between the surface and the tunnel air could be controlled. This was useful for
hover testing, where the ambient air temperature was not controlled, but it was found to be
unnecessary for this wind tunnel application. The rotor was instrumented with a two 6-axis balances
to calculate forces and moments. It had a differential rotary encoder with 1-per-rev and four 1024 nper-rev outputs (quadrature). These encoder signals were fed to a signal generator that interpreted the
one-per-rev and 1024-per-rev square waves to output a TTL timing pulse and 1024 TTL pulse stream.
The blade azimuth coordinate system has 0 at the aft-most position parallel to the tail boom.

Fig. 2 Overview of GRMS in 14- x 22- foot test section, plan form of rotor blade with heater zones, and blade’s
surface treatment with polished high-emissivity paint and targets of low emissivity silver paint.

2.2 Camera and Mirror installation
Note in Figure 2 that the GRMS is centered over the yaw turntable of the test section via a sting
mount. Furthermore a 1-x 1-x 1.6-meter housing was constructed below the floor to enclose the
camera/mirror system such that the mirror rotation axis could be aligned with the rotor rotation axis.
Also, since the entire test section is inside the pressure vessel, the model was viewed unobstructed
through an open hole in the floor relieving the requirement for an expensive Germanium window.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the camera in the enclosure and the open adaptor plate above it.
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Floor plate with open aperture
Rotating mirror at ~ 45
Location of Hall sensor
Camera and lens-centered mount
Plywood enclosure

Fig. 3. Installation of the camera/mirror system viewing through the open floor plate.

The DLR participants contributed the mirror system for this experiment. The system is comprised of
a 130 mm x 600 mm polished aluminum plate as the mirror, a direct-drive servo motor and controller,
and software that acts as the interface. It requires the input of the 1024-per-rev TTL signal to establish
synchronization with the rotor. The motor controller was addressed remotely through a computer
program via a USB interface. (A USB-GigE transceiver pair extended the USB range.) A digital
comparator circuit in the motor controller circuit “gears” the rotational speed of the mirror by a factor
set through the GUI. In this experiment, since the mirror axis was aligned to the rotor axis, the factor
was ½. Phase of the mirror relative to the camera trigger pulse is set by adding a delay in the number
of counts.
The image acquisition was timed by a Hall sensor mounted near the -45 location of the mirror (0 is
with mirror parallel to bottom of image frame), with a rare earth magnet on the mirror acting as the
trip. The Hall sensor output was converted into a TTL pulse which was used to trigger the camera
recording. The recording parameters were set in the camera controller software. Parameters included
the camera integration time, sensor window definition, frame rate and number of images per trigger
are set.
2.3 Image Acquisition
Tunnel conditions were established based on two parameters: the advance ratio () which is the ratio
of tunnel Mach Number and the hover tip Mach Number, and Coefficient of Thrust/solidity (CT/),
where solidity is defined by the total blade surface area divided by the area of the rotor disk. The rotor
was operated at 1090 RPM throughout the test making the hover tip Mach Number = 0.57, so was
controlled with tunnel speed. CT/was controlled by blade collective. These two non-dimensional
parameters allow for comparing experiments across Reynolds Number regimes.
Once a given tunnel condition was set, images were acquired in this “burst” mode; 60 images at 2
kHz as the mirror tracked the blade passage over 200+ of rotor rotation. At 2 kHz, the blade moved
3.27 between each frame. The opening through which the camera viewed the blade limited the usable
images to 31 which corresponds to 101 of coverage per pass. Acquiring the data this way assured
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the capture of the maximum number of usable images with each pass. Typically three separate blade
passes were acquired, then the yaw turntable was rotated 45 to capture the next portion of the rotor
disk, with significant overlap coverage of the previous acquisition. The whole rotor disk was covered
for each tunnel condition.
3. Sample Results
Two sets of sequential images, one from the retreating side (270) and one from the advancing side
(90) were evaluated by several methods. The initial evaluation was to simply enhance the contrast
to reveal any thermal signature of the boundary layer. This was done in real-time during data
acquisition through the image display controls of the live feed as well as in post-processing. A second
contrast enhancement technique called adaptive histogram equalization described by Garbeff and
Baerny [8] was attempted with this data. Noise levels were too high to obtain a useful image from
this method, though averaging of in-phase raw images would reduce that noise (personal experience).
The next method was the DIT technique, where a preceding image in the sequence is subtracted from
a following image. The spacing in time between these two was a parameter to be evaluated. A second
DIT method was attempted, where an average of all of the images from the sequence acts as the tare
image.
3.1 Simple contrast enhancing
The raw 14-bit image that is generated by the camera control software is useless visually. The
pertinent data within these images is bounded by about 500 gray values within the 16,384 in the 14bit output. Figures 4 and 5 are contrast enhanced views of the advancing and retreating blades. The
features of interest in each are the targets, which are used for the DIT processing, the darker leading
edge – laminar flow, and slightly darker shade at the tip curving from the leading edge laminar-toturbulent region, and the two fan shapes which are turbulent wedges generated by the two trip dots.
The apparent line along the trailing edge of the blade is an emissivity discontinuity from the surface
heaters and is not germane to the interpretation of the boundary layer signature.
On the face of it, there seems to be little or no difference between the two images even though they
were taken at different times and on opposite sides of the rotor disk. This information is still useful
for the CFD validation aspect, but more information can be gleaned with straightforward image
processing techniques.
3.2 Serial DIT
The current preferred method of implementing DIT is by first dewarping the image series to one of
the images within the sequence, usually the first in the series. This dewarping is a projection transform
that uses the target locations in x and y pixels, and simply by aligning the targets and mapping new
images, direct image subtraction is enabled. The ideal time spacing between the data image and the
tare image is then determined by trial and examination. Slowly evolving flow structures may require
longer time spacing, with the converse equally true. The shortest time spacing is limited to the thermal
responsivity of the surface and the temperature difference between the ambient air and the model
surface.
Figure 6 shows the difference between a single data image and tare images offset by time steps of
1,2,3 and 4 images. The most notable change on the advancing blade is the change of state at the tip
as the inflow approaches more toward the tip. The nomenclature of I-1, I-2… refers to the data image
I (of specific azimuthal position) differenced by the previous image (I-1), two images previous (I-2)
and so on. This exercise searches for the optimal time delay for the DIT technique. It is clear from
this series that the four- image difference provides excellent delineation of the transition front. The
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whole series processed with this sliding tare technique are presented in Figures 7 and 8. These images
are indicated in the figure as the every fourth azimuthal angle from the raw data series. Thus, 90 is
differenced by the 76.9 image, and so on. The block arrow with U∞ indicated the tunnel flow
direction. Figure 7 is the advancing side and Figure 8 is the retreating side.
U∞

Fig. 4. Contrast enhanced thermal image of the advancinging blade (90), Ct/= 0.38, = 0.08

U∞

Fig. 5 Contrast enhanced thermal image of the retreating blade (270), Ct/= 0.38, = 0.08

U∞

Fig. 6. Sequence of the advancing blade data image (76.9) processed by subracting the 73.7 image (I-1); 70.4
image (I-2); 67.1 image (I-3); 63.8 image (I-4). Scale is from -15 to 30 gray levels
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U∞

Fig. 7. Subset of DIT results from the advancing side of one revolution. Images result from subtracting the fourth
image preceding (I-4) the labeled azimuth position.
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U∞

Fig. 8. Retreating-side DIT images using the preceding fourth image (I-4)

3.3 Average-image tare DIT
A third processing method plays on the observation that the main flow structures are quite stable
throughout the rotor revolution. The stability suggests that unsteady flows can be enhanced
subtracting a tare image produced by averaging all of the images in the sequence. Figure 9 offers the
same data set in Figure 7 rendered in this manner. The results from this method span a larger
grayscale, where the first and last images are so differnet they cannot conveniently be rendered with
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the same grayscale. Thus the images in Figure 7 were rendered simply to match the larger turbulent
sections at mid-span and mid-chord. There is a clear inflection as the blade passes through 90, i.e.
the tip flow feature goes from dark to light. The general trend is for increasing heat transfer in the
advancing side. Also, the turbulent wedges appear in each image, indicating that blade azimuth is
linked with changing cross flow caused by the tunnel free-stream flow.

Fig. 9. The same subset of images in Figure 7, DIT processed using the average of all the images as the tare. Not
consistent scale was used, as the image contrast for was adjusted for clarity and consistency. Note that a single
dead pixel in image sequence manifested a sizable flaw in the DIT image.
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4. Discussion and conclusions
Interpretation of the physics of the boundary layer from these images is beyond the scope of this
article; the intent of the imaging technique is to provide the computational modelers benchmark data
that shows where the boundary layer transition occurs for their solution.
The implementation of the image de-rotation technique certainly provided the opportunity to acquire
data suitable for the DIT technique, which proved crucial for observing the change in the transition
front throughout the rotor disk. Comparing the raw images that were simply contrast enhanced, there
is no real way to visually discern one condition from the other, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The
results of the sliding tare method in Figures 7 and 8 clearly show that the boundary layer flow is
changing with azimuth while in forward flight conditions.
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